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Abstract. Equational type logic is an extension of (conditional)
equational logic, that enables
one to deal in a single, unified framework with diverse phenomena
such as partiality, type
polymorphism
and dependent types. In this logic, terms may denote types as well as elements,
and atomic formulae are either equations or type assignments.
Models of this logic are type
algebras, viz. universal algebras equipped with a binary relation -to support type assignment.
Equational type logic has a sound and complete calculus, and initial models exist. The use of
equational type logic is illustrated by means of simple examples, where all of the aforementioned
phenomena occur. Formal notions of reduction and extension are introduced, and their relationship
to free constructions is investigated. Computational
aspects of equational type logic are investigated
in the framework of conditional term rewriting systems, genera!izing known results on confluence
of these systems. Finally, some closely related work is reviewed and future research directions
are outlined in the conclusions.

* 41,
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(conditional) equational logic is the most established basis to the
algebraic approach to abstract data type (ADT) specification [ 15,9].
algebras [ 17,4] are the standard models of this lo&c, extending u
structures in a straightforward way. In algebraic specification, however, several
phenomena indicate that this logic encounters limitations in practice. We mention
a few, most interesting of these phenomena (which are discussed in Section 2):
partiaiity, exception handling, extension, type polymorphism, dependent types.
Several formal frameworks have been designed to solve the problems that are
raised by e&r& of these phenomena. In particular, many of these frameworks are
based on extensions of equational logic in various forms. Most of these approaches
address the phenomena of their interest at a rather high level of generality. Yet, a
unifying approach, where all of these phenomena can be dealt with, does not seem
to have emerged.
The following problem is addressed in this paper: to nd and investigate a
parsimonious logic of types where al2 of the aforementioned phenomena can be
dealt with in an algebraic setting. In Section 2 we further motivate our irwstigation
ng, for each of those phenomena,
rt discussion an a simple exam@in this paper (
ational type logic (
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of many-sorted equations1 logic that extends “reasoning with
equations”
towards
“reasoning with equations and type assignments”. ET logic has
a sound and complete calculus, and initial models exist. In Section 5 we de
the use of ET logic in the simple examples mentioned in Section 2.
Further results are then VJorked out; they can be summarized as fol
notions of reductio and extension are introduced, and their relationship to free
constructions is investigated; the standard adjunction is extended to a complete
sublattice of the T substructure lattice (Section 6). ET rewriting systems are
introduced, as a p per extension of conditional term rewriting systems; we shcw
that confluence of
rewriting systems holds under the same syntactical conditions
that were established by 123 for conditional term rewritin systems (Section 4). Here
we summarize the main intuitions behind ET logic:
(1) Elements and sorts (or types, which from now on we se synonymously) are
merged in a single carrier equipped with a binary ry@zg relation, which assigns
types to elements (hence types are elements themselves). This immediately introduces
partiality because, in general, an operation is defined only on elements of suitable
types. ItA,oreover, one obtains a great amount of flexibility and generality; several
types may be assigned to an element, operations may take type arguments or yield
types, etc.
(2) Usual ADT presentations consist of two parts: signature and logical axioms.
ET presentations merge the type constraints and the equality ones. In fact, ET
formulae are conditional formulae where equations and type assignments may occur
indifferently in the premise and in the conclusion.
These intuitions were first exploited in [ 181: an extension of many-sorted
equational logic, in the sense mentioned above, was introduced. The semantics was
set in a partial-algebraic framework. The pragmatics of that logic were further
investigated in [19]. Solicited by an anonymous referee, and in+:&
by Mosses’
unified algebras [22] (see Section 8), we found that an adequate representation of
partiality is also available in the semantically simpler framework of total one-sorted
algebras (thus, standard universal algebras), still equipped with the typing relation.
In these algebras, which we call type algebras in view of the relevance of the typing
relation.., the
of an nneratinn
he
---- nartialitv
r ..- _____-_,
-r _--_----- can
-1--W
_ _ cmrtvcd
“‘r’” I__ in
_a_ct=vwsl
UT.____wsav~
..“J”, fnr
__- t=ramnI~
W’“-“‘?.3”’
by letting the undefined applications of the operation yield urrderdejned elements
(s!Fchis considered any element of the carrier if neither any type is assigned to it
nor is itself a type of some element of the carrier).
This choice of semantical simplicity, together with the fact that nc restriction is
put on the typing relation, resulted in the following, somewhat 5.~~i;;:Gng outcome;
formally, ET logic can be viewed as a Horn logic with equality and one (binary)
predicate, viz. type assignment. This fact renders the parsimony of this logic very
wever, the obvious conclusion that ET logic is a special case of Horn logic
ypes and predicates ar
t expressive power to “e
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reflected in their ‘“natural” use; for instance,
orn predicates do not have predicate
arguments, whilst type arguments in type t ms are just natural in ET logic, as
mentioned above.
The reader may wonder: Is any binary relation acceptable as a typing relation?
Our answer is: Absence of restrictions on the typing relation and freedom of term
construction as a facility to express types are the essential tools by which generality
of description is achieved in ET logic. That is, for the general case of the statement
bbA
B” , the
n iS of type
N._.” PctQbIishment
_v~-_-_-_-___
_
of different constraints on what
and B can
stand for seems arbitrary and unnecessarily restrictive.
ifferences may well arise
in specific contexts, where given purposes and si:ope of application motivate usefulness or even necessity of restrictions. It seems interesting to investigate the expressibility of such restrictions in the language of ET logic, rather than in the metalanguage.
A final, introductory point of clarity is now in place, relating to the intuitive
difference between our “weak” Logic of types, and the “stronger”, more elaborated
type theories that have foundational purposes. An important case of these is intuitionistic type theory [21], because of its aim of giving foundations to constructive
mathematics. The main difference is that the concern with types in ET logic is of
an algebraic nature, which is not the case in intuitionistic type theory. This is not
meant to say that ET logic is of no interest to focn dational studies. On the contrary,
the possible relevance of this logic to the study and comparative analysis of foundational theories, as carried out, e.g. in [ 163 with first-order predicate logic, is an
interesting subject of investigation. However, this subject is outside the scope of
this paper.
l

2. On some

enomena in algebraic s

A glimpse at classes of phenomena that arise in algebraic specification is given
below. Not all classes are mutually disjoint. For each class, we give a short discussion,
introducing one or two typical problems, of which we state a very simple example.
ET formulations of these two examples are deferred to Section 5. Since the literature
on these topics is vast, the given references should be viewed just as examples of
relevant literature.

2.1. Partiality
Phenomena of this class naturally arise in algebra (e.g.
operations), as well as in programming (possibly non-terminating
denotational semantics of pro
that cater for part
algebra semantics [ ,241, or by representi

co
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Iems, A general question is what to do about “existence” of undefined applications; in first approximation, one would like to dispose of them without doing
anything. We consider the problem of supporting this exception by default principle.
Example. Natural numbers with zero, successor,
default of undefinedness of prledecesscr on zero.

predecessor:

specification

by

2.2. Exception hata
These phenomena can be viewed as forming a subclass of partiality, where expiicit
tools for designating and detecting errors are to be available: here the previous
question assumes that somedhiag is to be done about e ceptions. A good principle
is that of introducing exception classification as a prerequisite of exception handling
(see [23] for further analysis). Error algebras [lI] and exception algebras [3] are
relevant algebraic frameworks.
Problems. In modular specification, the problem arises of introducing error
classification as an extension of the “exception by default” module. Here,
“extension” means that underdefined elements may become defined; see below for
h celated problem is: keeping exception handling
a more general notion of extension. 1.
local to the module the exceptions stem from [23].
Example. Exception classification of the application
to the type of the natural numbers.

of predecessor on zero, relative

23. Extension
By this we mean the assignment of new types to elements, preserving their
construction and existing types (if any). Type extension occurs in several applications: e.g. it is needed in databases to support information-retrieval
with multiple
classification. The notion of subsorting, or subtyping, is useful to deal with this
phenomencn. Order-sorted algebras were introduced by [ 121, and later generalized
to models of order-sorted (Horn) logic by [Ml. The HAShierarchy [25] shows a
close relationship to order-sorted logics.
Problems. A typical problem is the compatihilit_u bet\rYeen extensions over the same
type. Compatibility between different forms of exception-handling is 3.special case:
for example, we consider a notion of “error recovery”, ‘r&i& 5g4t be termed
“recovery by extension”, that arises when exceptions cease to be viewed as such.
The problem consists in putting togerher (in the sense of [8]) different views in a
consistent way.
sample. Extension of the natural n mbers to the integers, compatibly
classification.

wit
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2.4. Type polymorphism

This phenomenon arises whenever “types may vary”: with many-sorted algebras,
it is formulated by parameterized parameter passing [9] in first-order fashion, whilst
it has higher-order form in functional programming.
roblems. Integration

of higher-order polymorphism and algebraic specification.
This problem is addressed in [5] by taking many-sorted signatures as bases for
higher-order, polymorphic term construction. Our approach conversely aims at
expressing higher-order polymorphism within an algebraic setting. A related problem
is that of expressing type polymorphism without variable-binding operators (such
as h-abstraction), which complicate equational deduction.
Example. Algebraic specification
morphic function_

of the identity function as a higher-osder, poly-

2.5. Dependent types
So are called those types that depend on values, e.g. bounded stacks, arrays, etc.

The approaches proposed in [ 221 and [ 231 amalgamate treatment of this phenomenon
:
with the previous ones (see Section 8 for further comparison).
lems. Algebraic specification

of dependent types. By the very nature of this
phenomenon, typechecking requires (some form of) evaluation, thus crossing the
border between “compile-time” and “run-time”.
le. Specification

of the intervals [O, n] on the natural numbers.

3. Type algebras

We introduce the basic notions about type algebras, which are one-sorted total
algebras endowed with typing.
Let fl be a one-sorted a ebraic signature, i.e.
specifying its arity. An -signed type algebra
A a one-sorted (total) R-algebra and : A (the tvping) a binary r
IA[ of A.
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the empty sequence and afl the concatenation of a! and p. A single underdefined
element “I” is in the carrier, and strict partiality of the operations is represented
(with “I” representing undefinedness).

where
A =def (/Al, G”;,
where

IAl

u

=def

L*

{item, stack} u (1)

u

and R* consists of the following operations:

item* =&f item,
stack,
stack* = ,-Jef
push*(a, a) =def cya if a E L* and a E L, _L otherwise,
pop*(a)
top*(a)
:A

=def

=def

p

if

a

=

pa for some a E L and ,6 E L*, _Lotherwise,

=def a if a! = pa for some a E L an-3 p E L*, I otherwise,
{(a,

item) 1a E L} u {(a, stack)

1Q! E L*}.

Notation 3.3. We use the denomination

“0: -algebra” as synonym of “R-signed
type algebra”. Similarly, the prefix “0:-” is abbreviated form for “O-signed type”
in other type-algebraic notions. IAl is alternative notation for IAI.
The usual notions from universal algebra are extended to type algebras, with the
additional requirements that are induced by the extra structure introduced by the
typing.
An R:-morphism from an R:-algebra
into an In : -algebra
R-morphism ‘4: A+ B that respects the typing, i.e. suzh that if a, :A a2 then
mta
l- \--:I 1:-3 fddn
T\--21-l_
‘An In : -congruence on an .L!: -algebra
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

=e is an R-congruence on A;
if a E8 6 and a :e c, then 6 :Hc;
if a =-H6 and c :fla, then c:,b;
:& :(+

congruence
09:/r/r,

f O=(s(,, :& is an
class [

is a

pair

0 = (so,

:@)of

binary
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From Definition 3.5 it foIIows immediately that the character of :A/8 as given
above is well-defined, viz. it &es not depend on the pair of representatives. Subalgebras have the expected definition, with the typing restricted to the carrier of the
subalgebra.
efinition 3.7. If A,
are J2 : -algebras,
an cR-subalgebra of A and :B=:Af+#12.

is an Lk-subalgebra of

C_A), if 8 is

If L? is a one-sorted signature and V a set of variables then, as usual, TJ2(V)
denotes the one-sorted a-algebra of terms on V The extension of this notion to
type algebra; is obtained by endowing Tn( V) with the empty typing.
Definition 3.8. T,,( V) “&f.(TO( V), 0) is the type algebra of terms on signature 112

and variables V
The type algebra of ground terms is the a:-subaIgebra
by the empty set of variables.

efinitiom
3*9.

To

=def

of a,,( V) that is generated

($3) is the word L?:-algebra.

Proposition 3.10. T,, is the smallest Rxubalgebra
Proof. TO is the smallest R-subalgebra

of Tn( V).

of Tf2( V).
Cl

Next we introduce a logic to specify properties of classes of type algebras.
nition 3.16. The equational

type logic of signature 6? and variables V has the

following formulae on L! and V:
atomic ET formulae:

(i)
(ii)

(equations),
(type assignments) with

t, = t2
t, : t2

t,

, t2 E 1

ET formulae:
(iii) r + n,

with a an atomic ET formula, caIIed conclusion, and r a finite, possibly empty set
of atomic ET formulae, called assumption.
Definition 3.12. An ET presentation is a triple (Ln, V, E), where E Is a set of ET

formulae on L? and V.
In the following we will often feel free to identify an ET presentation wit
axioms E. In such a case, given V, we will assume that 0 is the s aIIest signature
that is compatible with the axioms. The notions of substitution, assignment, and
evaluation
evaluation have the usual definitions. The eval ation lemma en&
ent.
etermked by assi
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and assignment p : V + 1 I, a uniquea:-morphism

The standard evaluation morphism p# :T,( V) + A uniquely
(Vj.
q
z typing of

exte

is free in J2-Talg, the O-similarity class of type
.
e 0 *-morphism
nsion of a substitution (F:
in R-Talg immediately follo\l. ;;.
is a special case. Initiality of
(V)

)

The ET formula @+ Q)is identified with he ato&=nicET formula CY.
s a consequence of the evaluation le ma, we will J n omit the superscript #
when evaluating tesms according to a given assignment, as well as when referring
to the substitution J2:-morphism that is determined by a given substitution.
(V), r an assumption,
niti
. With given 0 and V, let t, u be terms of
r + cy an ET formula. The satisfaction relation “I=” between type alzebras and
ET formulae (extended to sets of them, ranged over by E) is defined as follows.
, with
an a :-algebra.
Let p range over the evaluations
(V)+
(i) AI=,t=u
ifEp(t)=p(u);
kp t: u iff p(t) :Ap(u);

consequence of a present ‘on (0, V, E) is an ET formula
I= 4 for every 0 : -algebr
that satisfies E ; understanding
this is also written E I= 4 (read also E ZogicalZyimplies 4).
7. An ET theory is an ET presentation
under logical consequence.

(0, V, E) such that E is closed

Taig(Q V; I3 j denotes the ciass oj=models of the ET presentation
), i.e. the class of type algebras that satisfy (0, V, E). We will often cm& V,
i.e. assume that V is defined in the context: so Talg( 0, E) is the class of &k-algebras
that satisfy E. Talg(.O, 8) and J2-Talg are synonyms.
*

.

. .

The following notions enable an extension of the standard morpGsm theorem to
type algebras (here stated without proof).
be an a:-algebra,

8 an 0 :-congruence
:@=:A,
+(a) IB &(a’) i

on

Equational
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be an O:-morphism
the pair ( = Ker(4,), :Ker(4,) of binary relations on 1
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nd

(the kernel of 4) be

Then

(i) Ker( 4) is an 0: -congruence on
(ii) Ker( 4) is strong iff 4 is strong,
(iii) there exists a unique 0: -morphism & :

such that 4 = & o Q,

/ Ker( 4) is the natural projection; moreover, & is injective and strong.

Because cf the conditional character of ET logic, one expects model classes to
enjoy only quasi-varietal closure properties -in the general case. The next result
(proof omitted) gives closure conditions for ET model classes. The straightforward
extension of the standard definitions of homomorphic image and product algebras
to type aigebras is left to the reader.
. (i) 77re class of models of every ETpresentation
is closed with respect.
c
to subalgebras and products,
(ii) the class of models of every ETpresentation that consists of atomic formulae
is closed with respect to homomorphic images, subalgebras and products,
(iii) the class of models of every ET presentation that has no equations in the
assumptions is closed with respect to strong homomorphic images, subalgebras and
products.

The ET cakulus I- is a binary relation between ET presentations and ET formulae
that is constructed using two axiom schemas and eight inference rule schemas
(collectively termed rules of the ET calculus, for short). These are presented in
Table 1, where, understanding the signature L2 and variables V, we adopt the
following notation.
Table 1. The rlz;es of the ET calculus.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
8.
9.
10.

E I-{cu}-m
If Ek-f+a
then EI-~u{/~}-,cY
Et-t=i
If EFr+t,=t,then
Etl‘-+t,=t,
IfE+r+t,=t,and
Ek-r+t,=t,then
E!-I‘+t,=t3
If EI--T+~,
then Et-a(T)+o(a)
If/Z!-9”+t,=u,
(i=l,...,
k)then EtT+o(t
,,...,
IfEt-ru{a}+pand
EI--T+~
then EtT+P
If Ek-r-,t,=t,and
Et-f-+t,:u
then Etr+t?:u
then Et--F+t:ta2
IfEt-I’+u,=u?and
Et- -+t:u,

tA)=w,(u,

,...,

Tautology
Monotonic: ty
Reffexivit;,
Symmetry
Transitivity
Substitution
uA) Replacement
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(i) t, M (possibly with subscripts) are terms,
rmulae,
(ii) q p are atomic
(iii) r is an assumption,
( V) is 8 substitution,
(vi) 0 is a k-ary operator.
We then define the following.

extended to formulae in t

elatively to an ET presentation (a, V, E), the set of ET form&e
4 derivable from (0, V, E), we write E t- 4, is the smallest set that includes E and
is closed with respect to the rules of the ET calculus (see Table 1).
nitio

2.

The ETcalculus is sound: if the type algebra aatisjes thepresentation
then it sati$es any formula derivable from E; in symbols: (A I= E A E I--~$)a

. VV’eshow the soundness of rule 6 (soundness of the othe
p IS an evaluation such that A kp a(T), then p 0 G : Tn( V) +
such that A I=pOal-i Then, by hypothesis, A kPOUCY,i.e.

ules is obvious).
is an evaluation

.3. Let (0, V, E) be an ET presentation. Et- are the members of an
assumption-indexed familr_vof syntactic Lk-congruences on &( V), where we define:
(i) t =EI uiff Ekr-,t=u,
ition

(ii)

t Ecu

iff

t:E,.U

Et-h’_,::.

. If 8 = (= 0, :e) is an &?:-congruence
and t:uE@ for t:eu.

on

(

V), we write t = u E 8 for

For given 112and V, Et- is an Rxongruence
on Tlr( V) for all E and II,
that has the following properties:
(a) ifr+aEE,thenaEEt-;
(b) ifax!-‘,, thenaEE,-;
(c) if a E Et-, then CYE E I-UIpjfor all atomic formulae p;
id) if LyE Et-, then a( (u) E EC,,-, for all substitutions o : To( V) +
(e9if-EhIp)and p E Et-, then a E El-.
.

y inspection on the appropriate ruies of the ET calc_~k Gth r
efinition 3.5 (whose condition (iv) is fuifiiled because the typing or
empty--see
efinition 3.8) and to the properties stated above. Cl
satisfies the conditions:

Equational type logic
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/r

abbreviate
(i) Let r’-, CY
E E. We have t
for all 7r :
/r krr F. To this end, given any such rr, we introduce a function p : V-,
1 that meets the condition [ ~(x)]~,. =
E K It is then easy to verify
by induction that [ p( t&,. = 7r( t) for all t E
This entails that [ p( t)lE,. =
[PWIE,. iff 40 = T(U), and also that [p(t)],-,. :T/l‘ [p(z.&,. iff -n(t) :T,l‘?T(u),
whence by Definition 3.6:
p(t&.p(u)

iff

r(t)=

T(U)

and

p(t)-+,.p(u)

iff

m(t)

$/i’

n(u).

(*)

is then sufficient to show that p(a) E El-; this has the following proof: CY
E E,-#by
Lemma 4.5(a), whence p(a) E Ep(l-tj by Lemma 4.5(d), whence p(u) E El.Up(,-fJby
Lemma 4.5(c), and since p(y) E E,- vy E r’ by the hypothesis
/r !==
x r’ and fact
(*) above, we conclude that p(a) E EI- by Lemma 4.5(e).
(ii) (e) follows from (i) and soundness (Proposition 4.2).
(*) Let 7r:V+I
rl be the assignment that maps every variable x to its
equivalence class [x ,.: by the evaluat n Lemma (3.13) 7r(t) = [ tlE,. for every term
t; then, for every atomic formula PI
/rl=,p
iff PEE,., whence T/Ti=J
by
Lemma 4.5(b). This and the hypothesis entail T/T I=* cu,hence cyE EI-. Then E I--r +
a! by Definition 4.3. Cl
It

.% The ET calculus is complete: if the formula 4 is a logical consequence
of the presentation (0, V, E), then it is derivable from (,L!, V, E); together with the
soundness (Proposition 4.2), this is formulated as: E I- +e E I= 4.
(V)lE1-I=~+~,

4.6(i) E I= r+a*

roof. By Proposition

whence E+r-,a

cl

by Proposition 4.6(ii).

denote also the syntactic &-congruence

E,,, when this gives

rise to no ambiguity.
ebra that satisfies the ETpresentation (
there exists a unique 0 : -morphism pg :
thnt dwtPndc
n
S.--w
_I_W_,I_.#r.

roof. The R-morphism

P~:T&V)/=~

+A defined by pg(itlk)=

extends p, by a classkal result. Moreover, letting
that pg respects :T/

Et1E:T,bb

*

I abbreviate G1C

uniquely
vz’c show

tk”

*Et-t:u

*p”(t)

:* p”(u)
1.J

cl
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itial in the class of Lk-algebras that satisfy E.

les
The ET specifications given in Table 2 illustrate solutions to the problem examples
proposed in Section 2 (substantially larger ET specifications are proposed in [ 263).
We informally introduce the syntax of the simple specification lang
Table 2. ET specification

examples
-_

Example

5.1

spec NAT is
0: nat;
99: nat + succ( n) : nat;
n:nat+pred(succ(n))=n
endspec

Example

Examnle

“xample

5.2

spec NATERR is NAT;
pred(0) : error(nat);
x : error( nat) + pred(x) : error( nat);
x : error( nat) + succ( x) : error( nat)
endspec

Example

5.4

spec IDENTIT\’
is
d, c : type + fun( 4, c) : type;
d, c : type, x : d, f : fun( d, c) + apply( f; X) : c;
t : type + id t : fun( t, t);

5.3

spec INTNATERR
is NATERR;
n:nat+
n:int;
n : int + pred( n) : int;
n:int+pred(succ(n))=n;
n : int + succ(pred( n)) = n
endspec

5.5

spec NATINTERVAL
is NAT;
n : nat + n : interval(O, n);
n : nat, m : interval(O, pred(n)) + m : interval(0,
endspec

n)

endspec

Basically, an ET specifkation is a named, finite ET presentation. We convene
that a countable set of variables V is available, whose members will be the
alphanumeric strings in this b&Ifice italics font. Identifiers that occur in some
formula of E and are not in V form the (one-sorted) signature of the presentation,
with the arity of each operator uniquely determined by the number of arguments
it takes in every term of ET formulae in E where it occurs. For the sake of brevity,
we write e.g. “s, t : M” instead of the more customary “s: L:‘, t: u”. Also, the syntax
aiiows prefix notation tbr unary operators.
The basic syntax is enriched by two specification-building
constructs, which are
commo.nly found in any algebraic specification language of practical interest: (1)
putting together specification modules, by meizns of the “;“’ operator, (2) invoking
modules by reference to their names. The design of an E7’ specific&on language
is not in the scope of t e preacili paper; nonetheless, the formal dev,kFments and
results presented in Section 6 shouid suffice to justify this additional syntax.
rtiality) W +wxw tk=rt XI type can be assigned to “pred(0)” F>red(Q)” a type either, o we view this term as representi
t; it is easy to see d
tics,
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This example offers the opportunity to address a problem that is known to arise
in equational order-sorted specification, where exceptions can be specified by
distinguishing the subsort “pas” of the positive (i.e. non-zero) natural numbers from
the sort “nat” of all natural numbers. The predecessor operation would only be
defined on positive numbers, but its application may yield zero, hence the signature
declarations: “post < nat”, “zero : nat”, “succ : nat + pos”, “pred : pos + nat”. This
entails syntactic restrictions, e.g. the equation “pred(pred(succ(succ(zero))))
= zero”
is not allowed, since the left-hand side term is ill-formed in the given signature. An
operational way out is discussed in [lo], that introduces auxiliary operations, termed
retracts. No auxiliary device is necessary in ET logic, since type assignment is
available for classifying exceptions (if desired). In particular, the identity above is
derivable, e.g. by the following proof, where we adopt the following conventions:
(1) derivation steps are numbered for further reference,
(2) in each derivation step:
(2.1) reference to the ET rule of interest is made by the subscript attached
to the derivation symbol I-,
(2.2) reference to NAT axioms (in the form “An”, denoting the nth axiom
in the NAT specification), and to formulae derived in previous derivation steps, is made in brackets at the right-hand side.
NAT

0

t-6 zero : nat + succ(zer0)

0

t--8 succ(zer0)

: nat

[A21

: nat

Cl, All

I--~ succ(zero) : nat -) pred(succ(succ(zero)))

= succ(zero)

[A31

(4

I--~ pred( succ( succ( zero))) = succ( zero)

[39 21

(5)

I-, pred(pred(succ(succ(zero))))

PI

(6)

l---6zero : nat -) pred(succ(zer0))

(7)

k8 prcd(succ(zero))

(8)

I--~ pred(pred(succ(succ(zero))))

= pred(succ(zero))
= zero

= zero
- z.L-io

L-A31
[6, Al]
l-r r1-I
LJ,

‘J-

( Exception handlirg). The type denoted by “error( r-rat)” classifies
ts that are undtsdefined in NAT: not all of such elements (e.g. “pred(nat)”
and “succ(nat)” still denote underdefined elements), since this is not re
propagation is specified explicitly (second and third axiom in the exa
classification is made relative to “nat” by term construction.
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the integers. Enlightened by the wider significance of the latter, one might like to
and retain only the normal
forget about the previous error classification,
classifications, according to the so extended “norm”. Semantics for such “hiding”
facilities are usually found in the algebraic notion of reduction, where the h
operations are forgotten. Now, eduction in many-sorted algebras ,‘orgets oper
but nqt values unless their whole carrier is forgotten (by hiding their sort). In
particular, reduction in classical one-sorted algebras never forgets any values. This
form of reductio is available also for type algebras, but is not the only one available.
Several alternatives exist, characterized by increasing forgetting power: the f~rrnaal
treatment of reduction and extension for type algebras in addressed in Section 5.
l?___

AL_

bLA_.--~*

constant is meant to stand for
some kind of “type of all types”. An initial definition for it is to be provided in the
context where the module is made use of. For instance, when using the module in
the context of a functional programming language, the context would define “type”
as the (higher-order) type of the basic types of that language. This example demsnstrates that having no fundamental difference between types and elements makes it
possible to amend the expression of type polymorphism and dependent types ‘to a
common root, that is functional dependence.
po~lmorpksm ).

le 5.5 (Dependent

iiGis:

LiiG

LYIJG

types). We specify

the intervals [0, n] on the natural
numbers by corresponding type assignments, using the operations available from
the NAT specification above. A *direct specification (i.e. with no reference to NAT)
is also feasible; we leave it to the reader.

6 FQFliii-pi notions

of reduction

amd exttmsion

Formal notions of reduction and extension, as conceptual and formal tools, prove
tzssential to software engineering applications, in that they enable the introduction
of specification structuring facilities [8]. The formal treatment of these notions in
ic starts from a standard definition and a straightforward extension of a
ard algebraic notion.
A signature morphism T: .f2 - f2’ is a map that preserves arities.
-+ .O’ is a signature morphism and A is ~g $2 :-algebra, the
&I-,is the &-algebra that has the same carrier and typing
and the operations wAST= (7~)~ for all o in 0.
efinition 6.2 can be related to the standard notion of reduct algebra as follows:
al case of 7=-re
e turn _&r i
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lettins it map also R’:-morphisms into R:-morphisms in the usual way: if T: 0 + 0’
is an ET signature morphism,
E-algebras, ;;nd 4 : ,
the R:-morphism +JT:
J7 is defined by +(a)=&(
relative weakness of the notion of reduction as from Definition 6.2, in comparison
with reduction in many-sorted algebra, is immediately seen; if C G C’ are manysorted signatures, with S c S’ the respective sort sets, then the .‘X:-reduceof a
Xalgebra forgets exactly those values that have no sort in S; on the contrary, no
values are forgotten by _& but only the operations that have no denotation in 0.
The same problem was solved by Mosses [22] by introducing a “more forgetful”
reduction. The essence of Mosses’ idea is that of finding a substructure of the “weak”
reduct where the “undesired” values are forgotten. This idea can be exploited for
type algebras in a more general, hierarchical way, by using the subalgebra concept.
We take the strongest reduct to be the smallest subalgebra of the weakest reduct.
efinition 6.3. Let 7 : Ct?+ aW be a signature morphism and

the R,-generated weduct of
carrier IA&‘71= { tAiT1t E ]T’,,I}_

an R’:-algebra; then
JOT?is the 0: -subalgebra of

With this reduction, exactly those elements of the carrier are forgotten that have
no denotation in the reduct’s signature. This reduct is the base of an ordinal hierarchy
of weaker reducts, which naturally arises, by weakening the requirement that
characterizes the base, in a “bidirectional”,
inductive fashion-consistently
with
the binary nature of the typing relation.
efinition 6.4. Let 7,

u = cy: p.

(ii)
(iii)

The

&cw
(C/3

be as in Definition 6.3, and v a pair of ordinals cy,p, written
ac,,-nonorated
&Gc..,
r-reduct of
written A&%, is inductively defined as the
that satisfies the following requirements:
*
*

(
(

& Qa E IA[ . ((a

:##

Jo/~.Moreover, pairs of ordinals naturahy
Clearly, this definition entails
form a lattice: we extend this with a top element
and let v, p range over this complete lattice. In c
we get from Definitior, 6.4 a complete subla
by adding this weakest reduct as top of t%;
generated reduct generalizes many-sorted r
only those values are retained that have den
from application of some of the retained
clearly corresponds to the carrier-forgettin
We turn every reduction in the lattice into a

V. Mama, A. Salibra, G. Scollo

(b./,% is an &-morphism is left to the reader. Definition 6.4 transfers the nice idea
at is embedded in Mosses”‘more forgetful” functor [22] to our framework:
comparison wiP1procee along the analysis of our notions of reducti
ens when a reduction is “followed”
result tells us what
e pte!imlnary proposition states special. cases 0
Lemma 5 in [22]).
theorem, but these are needed for the proof of the more general case.

f. Immediate.

II

roof. (i) Obvious.
(ii) The case v = coincides with (i). For u = a$, the proof is by induction on
is the minimal O:-subalgebra of
The basis ( v = ) follows from (i), since 5_~3_“8
$ is the minimal R:-subalgebra of ANT 0 9.
inductive step: by Definition 6.4, 5_~4 a’p 8 is the least fl :-s&algebra
that satisfies the requirements that are obtained from (ii) and (iii) of that definition
by substituting 8 for 7 and
the induction hypMesis entails that
is the least R:-subalgebra
0 8 that satisfies the same requirem
&~46 by (i), those two least subalgebras coincide.
is by double induction
e minimal O:y Lemma 6.5. So,

nt to show that

YS_0 is an Rxubalgebra

nition 6.4 by subsaituting 8
(ii), we must show that

external basis, but
< v=a:/3~u.
It is
8 that satisfies the
(ii) and (iii) of
in particular, concerning

4~1.((a :A b & 5 E 1
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to show Q f IA$%l, since 1 iy71E IA&%1 follows from vc p, and
%I = 1A&%@1.
Now, consider the definition of A$?. We have by assumption
Q E IAI, QI:A b,
and b E ~AJ.T~_~‘~oI;
the last fact entails 6 E JAJ,%I (because I~J.d~:p8/ c IAJ?TJo~
by induction hypothesis, and 1
ce A&‘? must satisfy requirement (ii) of Definition 6.4, we
“71.It is similarly shown that
c<p

=3 (A~~1a”~~A~~?3.~&~~~(A~~l.!la:,b&a~(A~73.(I’~el)
*b

E lAi+.161)).

0

The second identity is just Proposition 6.6(ii). We show Jr.ye E A&“$‘0
by induction on v, assuming v = cu:p s p (the converse statement follows from
Lemma 6.5, and the case ~9= p = 1 is covered by Proposition 6.6(i).
Basis (v = 0): A~r~“8 is the minimal a:-subalgebra of Air $3. Lemma 6.5 gives
Air~iOO c Ai~$“e c A$&% Then, A&T&‘@is the minima! a:-subalgebra of A~VJ’@
as wel1.
Inductive step: it is sufficient to show that
&%&“Ois an a:-subalgebra
A&T@ that satisfies the requirements in the definition of A3_$‘0, which are obtained
from (ii) and (iii) of Definition 6.4 by substituting 8 for T and A&T for A; in
particular, concerning requirement (ii), we show that
5~ iy +

(AJT&~‘%c A&“TJ”~& Va E IA&T[.
&T$':pi?l)+(i

U

E I.‘iJ'T&"ej)).

By induction hypothesis and Lemma 6.5 we get immediately Ai r&e” 8 = A&‘TJ E’B0 c
A~cl~~“O.About the remaining co,adition, we assume
g E IA$7) = IAl

and

6 E IAS T&&‘@
6) = JA&~T&~‘~
al (induction hypothesis)

b and show that a E ~AJ~T&“oI. show that &P
E 1 & “~1, which implies
s and 6 E IA.J/z-$““o[ entail Q E
cr;JE+‘:P~( (by Definition 6.4), with
c+kpGvs
p, and &?T~~+"~@C
&p~&"i? by Lemma 6.5, whence a E I
will follow. So, let us show a E IAJ’ I. We have by assumption that a E I
and
6 E IA&TJ.~‘~BJ.
Since A&TJ”‘O c A,fP~&O by Proposition 6.6(iii), and
(A&@~T&B(
= (AJ~:~T(,vve have b E IA&~'~T~.But A&“Tmust satisfy requirement (ii)
of Definition 6.4, so CIE I ~"71. It is similar!y shown that
&p

a

(A~~$“‘~e~A~‘“T~“e&Vb~[A~Ti.(ia:Abgra~i
$ccTiy8)),h

0

The next definition introduces a useful s eciat case of the notion of signature
morphism. The following notational convention is adopted: if T : + Cl' is a sigE) an ET prese tation, we let 7E denote the set of ET
orphism and (
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formulae on G’ and V that is obtained from E by replacing, in every formula of
ET every occurrence of each operator w E 0 with TU.

6:(0,

v, E)+(ni,

‘, V, E’) are ET theories, an ET theor>, ~~~~~~s~
E’\, is a signature morphism 6 : f2 + 0’ such that 9E c_ E’.

As a matter of notation, if (0, V, E), (L?‘, V, E’) are ET presentations, we write
), or even 8 : E + E’, understanding that E’ I= SE, to denote the
6:(R, E)+(R’,
m &:(a, B/,@)+(O’, V, O’), where O(W) is the closure of E(E’)
ET theory morp
under logical consequence, with the given O(W) and V.Clearly, for every ET theory
o model, of E. In fact, every reduction
morphism i? : E + E’, _JS KZ~S model
in the lattice preserves satisfaction, as the next proposition shows (cf. Proposition
4 in [22]).
6.9. If 6:(R,

E)+(R’,

E’) is an ET theory morphism and A I= E’, then

roof. A4 6 I= E by Definitions 6.1 and 6.8, 4”s is an O:-subalgebra of A@, and
the universally
ntified ET formulae valid in IS hold a fortiori in the In:subalgebras of
A few concepts and related notation are needed, to construct the counterpart
reduction (relative to a theory morphism).

of

Let fi be an ET signature, C a set, and
a type algebra: n(C)
denotes the signature that extends fi by adding the ele nts of C as constants;
) is shorthand for a( 1 I) (please note:
is any type algebra. and no relationship
and 0). If r:O-,O’
is an E signature morphism, then
ds 7 by letting qJa) = a kla E
s an J2:-algebra the ET diagram of
) tht is defined by:

is the set a( A) of atomic

6: (0, E)+ (W, E’)

ce on

l’(A)

s

be an ET iheor
at

l’(A)

/ = (
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amd ti be as in Dejnition 6.12, and
, 6)

a Immediate.

js

, 6)

=def the restrjcbjon

an 0: -congruence on

0

We are ready now to propose the following formalization
&extension.

an ET theory mo
such that Ker( +) = =( A, 6).

of the concept of

“j, and 6:(Q E)+ (L?‘, F) be
iff there exists an &-morphism

The first step in the analysis of the relationship between &extension and 6reduction is a simple fact. The second step is the search for minimal &extensions:
the definition below instantiates a standard categorical notion.
osition 6.15. If 6 : E + E’ is an ET theory morphism and
#-extension of every 6-reduct
roof. A’JvS I= E by Proposition

6.9, and the inclusion morphism 1,5: A’&“6 +
satisfies the condition in Definition 6.14. Cl
nition 6.16. If 6: (a, E}+ (O’, E’) is an ET theory morphism,

E TalgW, E),
iff there exists an a:m
and &k-morphism d)
exists such that 4#i8 0 rjA= 4.

roposition 6.67. Let 6 : (0, E) + (O’, E’) be an ET theory morphism and
Talg( 0, E ): $ a a-free extee;rsiojrof exists it is unique up to isomorphism.

roof. Categorical routine.

U

A construction of a-free extensions is exhibited, that generalizes the similar
construction for the many-sorted equational case (see e.g. [9]). The following
convention is a straightforward extension of standard notation: if L?c
an R’:-algebra, we write &? to denote the reduct &-algebra
is the inclusion signaure morphism.
nition

Talg(R, E), then

If 6:(R, E)+(R’, E’) is an ET theory
M=(
t8 is the R’:-algebra define
be as in

efinitic2 6.18;

morphism

arId

t 6 is a &free extension
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,6)
is
ned by &,,([a]+,
is a a-extension

the
natural
projection,
and
s,) = [u]+~, A). Clearly, Kcr&) =

in Definition 6.16; i
.I6, for the given ??A,
tivity condition in
must satisfy the condition: t#b#([a]=
E Talg(n’, E’) and th
meets that commutativity

condition,

for the given TA. 0

Free extension is turned into a functor in the usual way; if 6 : (L!, E)+ (L?‘, E’)
is an ET theory morphism and 4 :
is an 0:-morphism, then @fi? :
is the unique a’:-morphism such that @tsJ 6 0 VA= qe 0 4, where VA, 778are defined
as in the above proof. Consistent with Propositions 6.17 and 6.19, __tB: TAlg( Q E) +
TAlg(R’, E’) is referred to as “the” a-free functor from TAlg(R, E) into
TAlg(R’, E’) that is determined by the ET theory morphism 6 : (0, E)-, (a’, E’).
Clearly, this functor is left adjoint to _i 8 : TAlg(R’, E’) + TAlg(0, E), with qpr the
components of the unit of the adjunction.
The well-known link between freeness and initiality says that &free extension
preserves initiality. Saying more about this link requires some notation, which
“explains” some terminology in Definitions 6.3 and 6.4.
First, we generalize our last notational convention as follows: if J2 G 0’ and A is
an W-algebra, then A&W denotes A& the &generated
c-reduct of
L: 0 + i2’ is the inclusion signature morphism. For the special case a= L!’ (L the
identity), we adopt the fo wing terminology: if A is an O:-algebra, then we say
that
is &-generated iff
If

ik(92, E)+(&

E’) is an ET theory morphism and AE

AT ?!+Ais initial in the class qf &-extensions

he class of &extensions of A ifl
ted ij A is &generated.

of A (viewing

1‘6 is &?&generated,

. (i) Immediate from Definitions 6. I2 and 6.18.
(ii) (Outline) if is a a-extension of , then Definitions 6.14,6.16, and Proposition 6.19 entail the existence of an R’:-morphis
&,-generated, there ay exist at most 0
W-morphism condition. Conversely, if
&-generated,
then there exists
a &-extension of
such that distinct R’:-morphisms from tfi into it exist: such
a &extension of
is easily constructed by suitably exte
y constructiom, t 6 is R&generated if, for all a E
ists an P-term
ce class [a]_,,v,A,.
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The question naturally arises as to whether stronger reducts also have left adjoints.
The answer is in the positive, and indeed these are “the same” free functor, but
restricted to the appropriate subclasses: define TAlg(fi, E, v) by the condition
A E TAlg( 0, E, u) iff A E TAlg( 92, E) and A is &generated
then _t#:TAlg(Q
E, v)+TAlg(R’, E’) is left adjoint to _&?Y:TAlg(fi’, E’)+
TAlg(0, E, v). Moreover, the following generalization of Proposition 6.20 (iii) is
easily expected: for all V, t 6 is &generated
if A is &generated.
The investigation of what relationship the results presented in this section establish
between ET logic and the theory of institutions [13] is a subject of our current
research. Clearly, ET logic gives rise to a liberal institution: it is an open question
whether liberality is preserved by extensions of ET logic with sentences of the kind
“data constraints” [13]. A somewhat more radical question is whether such
extensions give rise to institutions altogether.
uence of ET rewrite

rules

Results are presented in this section that relate to the interpretation of equations
in ET formt++Ian as re-write rules. .The results by Bergstra and Klop on confluence of
conditional rewrite rules [2] generalize to ET rules: shortly, those confluence results
can be lifted to ET rules by just considering the equations only, with no worry about
type assignment formulae whatsoever.
7.1. ET rewriting systems

We adopt the notation of [2] to a large extent, but sometimes detach from that
notation, for convenience. Our first definitions extend the notion of a conditional
term rewriting system to make room for “type assignment rules” in addition to the
usual rewrite rules. We distinguish rules from ground rules according to whether
or not variables occur.
Definition 7.1. (i) An ET rule is either a rewrite rule, having form “t=+ u”, or a type
assignment rule, having form “t : M”, with “t” and “u” terms of
(0
(ii) A ground ET rule is an ET rule without variables;
(iii) A ground ET rule S is an instance of ET rule 7 if 6 = ~7 for some closed
substitution p : V+ 1Tf,- I.
Let S denote an ET presentation interpreted as what we tail an “ET rewriting
system”, which-extending
the terminology of [2]-is actually a “type assignment
and term rtwriting system involving conditional type assignment an rewrite !Xles”*
This interpretation is as follows. Equational conclusions are intsrpreted as rewrite
so called “the u
rules: the set of these rules, written
at the rewrite ru
part” of S. Like in [2], it is hereajter a
and (weakly) non-ambiguous. Extending the classification
the e~~~~i~i~a~ conditims
ET case, ule consider three ossible ways of i terpreting
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as rewyife crrt:a&tionc: either convertibility, written “-“, or existence of a common
r:duct, w ri&X “a”, or reflexive-transitive reduction, written “a*“. In corrc:Spondence with each of these three interpretations, the resulting
will be called 0
9 II or I I I, respectively. An ET rewriting syste
I such :h
the right-hand side of every rewrite c
ng system is a proper extension of the usual notion
system, as considere also in [2]; this is made precise
ich also generalizes the classification
roposed in [2~.

The notion of a
of a conditional te

ition 7.2. An ET rewriting system is a triple (0, V, ), where 0 is a one-sorted
a set of condir nal ET r&es of the form
signature, V a set of variables, an
‘9, @ u, ) . . . , t, 63 u,, :. t # d’, where t, u, etc. are terms on 2 and V, “#” in the
conclusion can be “:” or “a”, and “@” can be “:” (qpe assignment conditions)
or one of “ CC” or “Jj” or “**‘9 (rewrite conditions): only one of these three types
of rewrite conditions is made use of in any given ET rewriting system, whereby the
ET rewriting system is of type I or II or III, respectively, provided that
of rewrite rules “t+ u’ that are conclusions of
satisfies left-linearity and weak
non-ambiguity. If the ET rewriting system S is
I and the right-ha.nd side
of every rewrite condition is a ground normal for
,., then S is said to be of
type III,,.
We recall or establish a few other concepts and notational

matters.

7.3. If B is a binary relation on 1 1, the conte_ytunl closure of B, written
B-, is the smallest binary relation on 1I?“‘21that includes B and satisfies the following
condition:
nition

(t, U)E B’ *

(C[t], C[U])E B’

for every O-context C[ ].

be a set of ground ET rules. Then
ne-step reduction relation) is the contextual closure of the rewrite rules
$ (reduction relation) is the reflexive-transitive closure of +Y;
(convertibility) is the symmetric closure of *$ ;
is the union of a$ and the set of type assignment rules
(r:ul

t -y

t’, u -y

u’,

for some

t’: uk

as in Definition 7.4, and “@” be either “-” or “y” or ‘3”
or “:“; the notation
I= t (9 u then means:
mlr’
u,
if
“@”
is
“-“;
(i) t
(ii) t and u have a common reduct with respect to the rewrite rules of
is 66&9’;
.

(iii) t =$$ tri,if “a” is “***‘;
“, if ,b~” is ‘,:‘,.
(iv) t:ucz
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We recall briefly the confluence results established by [2] for conditional term
rewriting systems: if $ is such a system, then
is confluent if it is of type I or II I, ;
systems of type II or III are not confluent in the general case. The latter, negative
result also holds in our framework, since conditional term rewriting systems are a
special case of ET rewriting systems. However, also the positive result, relating to
systems of type I or III,, does more generally hold for ET rewriting systems, as we
are going to show. We start with the following definition (cf. Definition 2.41 in [2]).
7.6 (Application of sets of conditional ET rules). Let be a set of ground
ional ET rules (i.e. conditional ET rules without variabl ) and Y be a set of
) (read “X applied to “) is the following set of ET rules:
ground ET rty?es. Then
or there exists a conditional ET rule
in X such that Yl= ti@ ui for all i=l,...,n.

t, @ u,, . . . , t, @ u,, :. S

Example 7.7. The following ET rewriting system of type III, is the interpretation
of an ET presentation of stacks of zeros, with top and pop operators limited to
stacks having only two elements.
0 : el,

x: nat :. S(r)

empty : stack,

: nat,

x : stack, y : el :. push@, y) : stack
#(empty)=30
x : stack, y : el :. #(push(.r,

y))*WW)

x:stack,y:el,

#(x)+*S(O)

:. pop(push(x,y))+x

x:stack,y:el,

#(x)=+*S(G)

:. top(push(x,g/))=+y

be the set of ground instances of the previous conditional
Definition 7.6, with Y = 8, yields:

ET rules. Then

X(0) = {O: nat, 0 : el, empty : stack, #(empty) ‘0:;
: nat,

push(empty, 0) : stack, S( #(empty))

push(empty, #(empty))

: stack,

#(push(empty,

O))+S(#(empty)),

#(push(empty,

#(empty)))*S(#(empty))}.

Note that the type assignment rule “S( #(empty)) : nab” is in
ground conditional ET rule “#(empty) : nat :. S( #(em
moreover #(empty) -x((3) 0, nat -x(c9)nat, and “0 : nat” E
On the contrary, the type assignment ru
because no ground conditional
ET ru%e exists in
ty) : nat”.
“#(e

: nat,
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)) inductively, with

at

Moreover, if (
ing system, we let 3 denote the set of conditional ET rules that are
IS an
ground instances of
.

) is an ET rewriting system, the set QJgr
TS =defuncN )‘d”(@).
) is an ET rewriting system of
e III, then the
are inductive1 y
intermediute reductions J,, on the ground terms of
defined as follows, where each =3 z is the reflexive-tra
of %?k, 3()=0,
an
L?context)
iff
there
exists
a
conditional
ET rule S
and CCtl*k+l CM (CC 1
in !N such that
(i) t + u is the conclusion of 6, and
(ii) t’ a $ zd for every rewrite condition t’ a* u’ in 6, and
(iii) for every type assignment condition t’: u’ in S, there exists a type assignment
rule t”: U” in GETS such that t’ -GETS t” and U’ -GETS u”.
ition 7.10 appliss to ET rewriting systems of type II I on1y, but it is clear
how to modify it for those of type I and II.
Theorem 7.11.

t *GETS

u

iff t +

u for

some k.

We show by induction on n that =s!~~“~~,,
c a,,, which entails ‘GETS c
UncN =$” by Definition 7.9. The basis is immediate, as !B’((d)= 0. The inductive step
folkvs. C[ ;] *:,l~~+l(U)
C[ u] ifI C[ t] rj,pfti, C[ u] (with =$!,~~Q~,,
c_+, by induction
hypothesis, and *,, c_ an+, by Definition 7.10) or there exist a conditional ET rule
‘3, @3u1, . . . , t, @ u, :. t+u”in!Nsuchthat,fori=I,...,m:
Case 1: “ti @ Ui”= “ti: uj” and there exists a “t’: u”‘E!X”(QJ)
with ti -!){‘I(~~) t’ and
Ui - !li”(Vj) u’; on the other hand !H”(@)C_GETS by Definition
7.9, hence ti -GETS t’
thus
falling
in
case
(iii)
of
Definition
7.10.
and ui -GETSUf,
Case 2: -ti @ Ui” = “ti +* Ui” and ti +~~~~~k,p Ui; by induction hypothesis =s!~~~~(~~
c
*,,, hence ti *z ui, thus falling in cast (ii) of DekrLon 7.10.
Conversely, again by induction on n we show that + c -_*‘cETs.Clearly =$. = 0 c
=%Xrs* ssuming 3, c *GETS, we show that ++r E *GETS.
NOW, C[ t] =S,,+, C[ u] iff 38 = “tl @ u19. . . , t, 63 u,, :. t + u” E !?I such that
(1) ti 3: ui for every rewrite condition “ti a* Ui” in 6, and
(2) ti - GETS t’ and ui -GETS u’ for some type assignment rule “t’: u”’ e GETS9 for
every typ\: assignment condition in 6,
If we show that there exists a natural number Y such that
(i) ?i =3!N r(C?; Ui, for every rewrite condition “ti +* Ui” in 6, and
(ii) ti - w(Cj) t’ and ui -w(cj) U’ for some type assignment rule “f’: 24”’E ?Nr(0), for
every type assignment condition in 8,
then we can
r cr tl ==s!V”(C1)
ad,
w
r =&A- ax(s,, . . .
as follows:
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Case 1: ‘3; +* ui” is a rewrite condition in 6; ti +z 14;iff there exists a derivation
z. +, zl 3. * =J, th, with z()= ti and zh = Ui syntactically, for some h 2 0; let
Si =def 0 if h = 0, otherwise by induction hypothesis TijoEIs zi+, forj = 0, . . . , h - 1;
Zi+ 1 : Bet Si =def max(
no, . . . , III,_,)
in this
case.
then for each such j, yi zi -!)iP1~(C1)
Case 2: “ti : Ui” is a type assignment condition in 6; by (2) above, li -GETS t’ and
rule ‘9’: u”’ E GETS. Moreover, “t’: u”’ E
ui
-GETS
u’ for some type assignment
GETS iff t’: ZPE !Hh(0) for some h. NOW, ti-GETs t' iff by a finite number of
rewritings in GETS ti *e* z1 *a* z2 *e* 9 *e* t’, for some finite sequence
where each occurrence of *a * is either +&r,
or its converse dE-&
Zl,Z2,*~*,
indifferently. Clearly, from GETS = UncN %“(a) it follows that. for every derivation
a number m exists such that these rewritings are also
&*GETs
’
“GETS
wk,
rewritings in !H”‘(p)). Thus, a number h,, exists such that the rewritings
*a*
t’ are also rewritings in ?N%(O).By the same reasonti *e*
Z1 *a*q*e*...
ing, ui -GETS u’ iff a similarly defined number h,,, exists. Let si =det”max(h, !I~,,h,J.
The check that the so defined number r satisfies (i) and (ii) above completes the
l

l

l

l

l

proof.

Cl

7.2. Confluence L$ ET rewriting systems of type III,,
Known results on term rewriting systems and our assumptions ensure that
is confluent. Since, in general, the rewrite rules
the unconditional rewrite part of
of GETS are strictly contained in (the ground instances of) Ill.9we cannot say the
same about GETS. But if we can show that in the elementary diagram

A *Rur B

v UC
R

*

4 Rur

A

whenever

*GETS

B

B

&GETS

then also

* v G ETs

then also the confluence of GETS follows as a Lect consequence of that of
since in the GETS diagram we will use the same reductions as in the elementary
UTdiagram (see Lemma 7.12). Taking Theorem 7.11 into account, the same statement
is obtained if we show the following.

UC’)

‘condition

: B

If C ,,e A + B, @en the common reduct obtainedfrom tk de
that is determined by these two reduction steps satisjes the following
+zi
!? and C-3:
D.

The proof of this lemma goes as in [2], b
cal except for showing, in the inductive ste
an intermediate reduction C +z
reMion. Assume the lemma is
.
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6y in the step A =s~ C, as shown in
contains a proper subre ex S which is red Imped
the following diagram.
H[S]_

A=@=_

u'm
[S’?_

*n

_s_s_s_ = pu = B

*v

m

3: _S'_S'_S'_ =D.

In the reduction Ba* D, where copies of S are reduced, there is no problem:
B +z D. We now show that C %$ D. Let the reduction A =+, B be generated by
conditional ET rule 6 under the closed substitution p. Let pt + pu be the conclusion
of pS (SO A = pt syntactically). From Definition 7.10 it follows that pt’ *E_1 u’
(where u’ is a ground norm21 form of ,,) for every rewrite condition pt’ 3* u’ in
pS, and that for every type assignment condition pt’: pu’ in pS there exists a type
assignment rule t”: u” in GET, such that pt’ -GETS ’ and pu’ -GETS u”. The weak
non-ambiguity of the unconditional rewrite rules of Urentails that in the reduction
step A a,,, C the redex S is contained in px for some variable x in t: say px = H[S]
for some context H[ 1. Let p’ be the closed substitution such that p’x = H[S’], with
S’ the contractum of S in the reduction step A 3, C, whereas p’y = py for every
other variable y. We have to show that (i) p’t’+z_,
u’ for every rewrite condition
p’t’ +* u’ in ~‘6, and that (ii) for every type assignment condition p’t’ : p’u’ in p’6
there exists a type assignment rule t”: u” in GETs such that p’t’ -GETS t” and
P’“’ -GETS u”. (i) is shown as in Theorem 3.5 of [2], (ii) holds because pt’ -GETS t”
and pu’ -GETS U” for some t”: u” in GETS, as argued above, and moreover
since S +m S’ and by Theorem 7.11 this gives
@’ *GET,
&‘,
p”’
*GETS
d”‘,
S *GET_; S’: then p’t’ -GETS t” and p’u’ -GETS u”. 0
7.3. Confluence

ofET rewriting systems qf type I

To extend the result from conditional term rtiwriting systems (see Theorem 3.2
and Corollary 3.3 in [2]) to ET rewriting systems, we first define when does a closed
substitution satisfy the assumption of a rule in an ET rewriting system of type I.
) be ain ET rewriting system of type I, and p : V + 1rpl 1
We say that p satisfies the assumption of a conditional ET
-GETS pu’ for every rewrite condition t’- u’ in 6, and
(ii) for every type assignment condition t’: u’ in 6, there exists a type assignment
rule t”: U” in GETS such that pt’ -GETS t” and pu’ -GETS u”.
> be an ET rewriting system of
. type 1, S a conditional
that has conclusion t + u, and p a closed substitutivlr. I&en pt + pu E
tisjies the assumption of 6.
Let

pi= U,,: N ?ji”(fl) it follows that there exists a natural number k
!)t”@), r every rewrite
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is confluent.

roof. With reference to the construction of the elementary diagram generated by
two diverging reduction steps, C’,,,, e A jGETs B, let the reduction A +GETs
be generated by the conditional ET rule 6 under the closed substitution p (then (p
satisfies the assumption of 8). By using the same symbols and notation as in the
proof of Lemma 7.12, we have to show that the closed substitution p’ such that
p’x = H[S’], with S’ the contracturn of S in the reduction step A aGETs C, and
p’y = py for every other variable y3 satisfies the assumption of S (see diagram).
A = pt = _H[S)_ +GETs _S_S_S_= pu = B

4 G ETs
c = _H[S’]_
The proof that

*

&,,

v

GETS

_s’_s’_s’_= D

for every rewrite condition t’- u’ in S is as follows:
p’t’ GETS * Pt’ -GETS Put *GETS P’“‘v where pt’=+GETs p’t’ by reducing the redex S
in px = H[ S], and similarly for pu’ =+ GETS p’u’. For type assignment crnditions, the
reasoning is analogous to that showing fact (ii) in the proof of Lemma 7.12. q
p’t’

-GETS p’u’

elated work
Similar ideas have been independently investigated by Mosses 1221, Poigtk [23]
and Smolka [27].
Mosses uriijed algebras share many motivations, concepts and pragmatics with
our type algebras, in particular they also are one-sorted total algebras with
classifications (corresponding to our typing relation) and cater for dependent types
in a straightforward way. Unified algebras are richer structures indeed, precisely
distributive lattices with a bottom, which enables the representation of pjartia!
(possibly non-strict) operations in a total-algebra setting. Classification in unified
algebras is viewed as a special case of the inclusion partial order. This entails
reflexivity of classification of elements, a requirement that our approach does not
enforce in the general case. Higher-order classification is an expressive possibility
that unified algebras seem not to have: it is a question whether these structures can
be generalized to allo\: such a facility. Mosses’ work has been a source of ins
to ours in at least two respects: the recognition of the greater simplicity of a
total-algebra semantics,
Section 6-a prerequisite
Our work shares much with that
motivations (a wi,sh of semantical u
tion of partiality in a total-algebr
Q us, the main differences with
tt’s t
rY o
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specification, and (3) restriction on types, which we would like to find in the
pragmatics, if at all, rather than built-in from the foundations.
Less significant than what it might seem is instead the unavailability in ET logic
of subsorting, say “f c u” with t and u types, as a primitive (atomic) formula. Of
e advantage
course subsorting or subtyping, is a very useful specification facility.
of not having subtyping in the logic is that several, different forms of it can be
introduced by ap ropriate ET theories, each form proving its merits in the appropriate context; so, for instance, one may like to have a subtype preorder in some
cases, or a partial order in others. Moreover, translations of (conditional) equational
order-sorted logic and logics of partial algebras in ET logic are available [20], that
yield complete calculi lfor such logics.

Equational type logic enjoys several nice properties: availability of a sound and
complete calculus, standard construction of the initial model, straightforward
extension of universal algebra notions and results. We have investigated formal
notions of rfid*m
,dUction and extension, motivated by the desirability of specification
structuring facilities, which are most relevant to application. Further work remains
to be done, e.g. in connection with the theory of institutions. The expressiveness of
equational type iogic in other frameworks, such as category theory, order-sorted
logics, partial algebras, is a subject of our current research [20]. On the computational
side we have extended the confluence results of [2] to ET rewriting systems: what
seems promising is the synergy between rewriting and type inference, which in these
systems are put together in a simple form. There is much to study here, e.g. completion
procedures, type assignment functions, termination.
We conclude with an invitation to further investigation: some of the potential
developments have been just mentioned in the present paper.

We are grateful to the anonymous referees for their useful suggestion?, To one
in particular, we are indebted for a very acute review which greatly contributed to
improving the technical and editorial qualities of this paper.
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